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OCR / MONTERRA DESCRIPTION: 

Founded in the year 2000, OwnCostaRica has become Canada's most successful organization representing properties in 

Costa Rica worldwide. We are a debt-free Canadian company that now markets property exclusively for our own development 

company, Monterra Developers.  

At Monterra Developers, our projects strike a balance between luxurious tropical living and environmental responsibility. We 

combine conscientious design ideas and building practices, with leading edge technology and ecologically-responsible 

resources. We also bring infrastructure into the regions where we develop, making countless improvements to the 

communities and the environment in the surrounding areas.  

By refraining from overdevelopment, while supporting local events, making donations and building partnerships with charitable 

organizations, we demonstrate our culture of corporate and social responsibility. Because of our meticulous planning and our 

active involvement in the community, our developments deliver comfort and convenience to our clients, while “giving back” to 

our Costa Rican neighbours and the environment.  

We have always shared our knowledge and provided information to our prospective customers about investing in tropical 

destinations. Our clients are informed buyers who profit financially from our commitment to ecologically sound and community 

friendly development. They benefit from the responsible and comprehensive work of our team of engineers, architects and 

builders. Everything from the environmental impact studies, through creating the infrastructure, to the custom homes built to 

our clients’ exacting specifications. Our service is “turn-key”, and assures property owners that their interests are entirely our 

concern. 

The secret to Monterra Developers and their owner’s success is that Monterra Developers takes pride in their ability to buy 
right. Monterra Developers always purchases in the best area for the lowest price and always leaves room on the table for 
owners to do the same. In the recent years Monterra Developers have seen an annual average of 30% increase on all 
properties. Properties that were selling at $59,000 are now currently selling for anywhere between $129,000 and $137,500 
USD. 

Our clients also benefit from a number of supporting services we offer: in-house financing options; investment diversification 

strategies; in-country legal, banking & residency assistance; complimentary guest visits and so much more. Please contact us 

or visit our website for more information.  

We look forward to welcoming you as a neighbour.  

The Monterra Developers Team! 


